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A WINDOW OF
OPPORTUNITY
Most great achievements begin with a dream. At SSS 

we still nurture our dream of a cooler world with 

uPVC windows. With climate change being the top 

concern of environmentalists and common citizens 

alike, we wanted to help make a comfortable            

difference in a very uncomfortable situation. From 

here was born our company SSS that helps you face 

the elements of nature when they are unruly.

But just being another company that offered uPVC 

windows was not something that we wanted to be. 

We made sure that we would do better and offer only 

the best value to our customers. Soon enough our 

perseverance paid off and we became channel 

partners with                    of Belgium. 

                      is one of the top 3 players in Europe in its 

sector, active in more than 75 countries across 

Europe, North America and Asia. Being channel 

partners with a global giant has truly helped us 

understand the true scope of business and the 

nature of our dealings. Thanks to their support, SSS 

has already begun evolving as a customer friendly, 

solution oriented company that looks beyond just 

profits to make the world better and put a smile on 

every customer’s lips. 



VISION
To help one and all brave the elements of 
nature with the help of new age technology.

MISSION
To be a top-of-the-line solution specialist 
in the domain of uPVC doors and windows.

SSS – Strong, Secure, Stylish
SSS uPVC window come with many distinct advantages. At SSS we like to call them Strong, Secure and Stylish. So 
when strength, security and style come together what you get is a perfect home that offers great convenience, 
advanced security and commendable style.

Strong
With a range of weather and 
corrosion resistant properties 
SSS uPVC windows are designed 
to stand the test of time. With a 
multiple range of glazing options 
our windows stand for strength 
that guards your home against 
the whims of the weather. With 
such strong windows you can stay 
comfortable all round the year.

Secure
Security has become a talking 
point in all urban metros today. 
With the threat of break-ins and 
burglars constantly perched at 
the back of your mind, it is imper-
ative that you have secure doors 
and windows in your home. SSS 
uPVC windows are fitted with 
advanced, multi-point locking 
systems that keep your home 
secure and safe and keep your 
mind free from burglar worries.

Stylish
We spend much of our hard 
earned money in buying elegant 
accommodations. So when our 
homes can be beautiful why 
should the windows fall short of 
our expectations? SSS uPVC 
windows are downright stylish 
and elegant, making your home 
look like a true masterpiece of 
modern architecture. So get 
ready for the compliments to pour 
in and keep coming for a long, 
long time.



CASEMENT WINDOWS
Casement Windows are your regular swing and 
open windows. Casement windows are suited for 
any and every architectural mood and are the 
safest design option thatone has. So in case 
nothing fits the bill perfectly, casement windows 
won’t ever let you down.

Casement Windows are ideal for any flat because 
of their simplicity and elegance. Firstly you won’t 
ever have any trouble opening or closing them. 
Secondly they are aesthetically pleasing offering a 
very calm and composed look to your house. 

Casement Windows are ideally suited for

› Large and spacious window openings
› Places with an occurrence of heavy monsoon

Casement Windows can be advantageous for

› A large sash size with a height of up to 6 feet
› High wind resistance of winds up to 220 kmph, 

especially for high-rise buildings, sea facing 
homes and dust storm prone areas

Tilt and turn windows are very effective in saving space. They are ideal for 
ground floor homes with rooms opening up to the main street or path 
ways. This by itself can let in a lot of noise and pollution. Tilt and turn 
windows effectively keep the banter out and offer you calm. 

Tilt and turn windows can be advantageous for

› Tilt and turn windows offer great ventilation options

› The external surface of the glass can be cleaned easily

› Tilt and turn windows have great aesthetic appeal when viewed from 
both outside and inside

TILT AND TURN WINDOWS 



Elegant and stylish, sliding windows are a must 
have if you have a flat that opens up to a great view 
of the neighbourhood. Not only do sliding windows 
add elegance to your home, they also complement 
the picture perfect view from your window. 

Open or close sliding windows save space and 
also have an excellent security feature with 
multiple locking options. So keep the elements 
out and enjoy a clear view from the window all 
round the clock.

Sliding Windows are ideally suited for

› Large window openings like balconies, living rooms, rooms with a view
› Places with an occurrence of heavy monsoon
› Coastal areas and high rise buildings that face heavy wind speeds

Sliding Windows can be advantageous because of

› Sliding Windows are fitted with a structural bars for enhanced strength to face high velocity 
winds that hit windows in high rise buildings and sea facing homes

› Sliding Windows also have enhanced modifications to help rainwater to drain out                  
effectively and prevent them from collecting on the window sill

› Sliding Windows come with a range of options like thicker glass for better insulation

SLIDING WINDOWS

Combination Windows add value with their own innate uniqueness by clubbing 
together the features of two windows for forming the perfect window. One can 
choose from a range of single to multiple fixed or operable panels. For example a 
tilt and turn window with a sliding option or a casement window with a tilt option 
is what you are looking at for your dream window.

Combination windows can be advantageous for

› Window designs that extend your living space by annexing balconies or terraces 
with your rooms

› Windows that offer a roomy, spacious look to your home

COMBINATION WINDOWS

Louver Shutters bring in a sense of style and offer an old world charm to your 
home. Louver shutters from SSS can protect your home and interiors too from the 
harsh sun and inclement weather conditions. Louver shutters keep out much of 
the effects of the elements from your living space and offer you enhanced             
protection from the weather to keep you comfortable within your home.

Louver Shutters are ideally suited for

› Large window openings like balconies, living rooms, rooms with a view
› Large openings with single or double sash or bi-folding system

LOUVER SHUTTER WINDOWS



CASEMENT DOORS 
SSS uPVC Casement Doors open and close from 
either side with a regular swing. Casement doors 
offer a spacious opening for main doors in offices 
and schools and also for doors that open up to the 
garden or the terrace. Casement doors are 
perfectly suited for any and every architectural 
mood. Casement Doors are ideal for their simplicity 
and elegance and offer a very calm and composed 
look to your house. 

SLIDING DOORS 
SSS uPVC sliding doors slide open smoothly offering 
unimaginable ease and space from inside. But along with 
the ease security is also of prime value. That is why our 
sliding doors have multiple locking points to thwart 
burglars from entering your home. But the real advantage 
in sliding doors is the feeling of oneness with all the     
beautiful spaces that you look out to. One just has to be a 
little alert, just in case you try to walk in through the glass.

Sliding Doors are ideally suited for

› Balconies, living rooms, rooms with a view
› Places with an occurrence of heavy monsoon
› Coastal areas and high rise buildings that face heavy 

wind speeds

Sliding Doors can be advantageous for

› Sliding Doors are fitted with structural bars for 
enhanced strength to face high velocity winds that hit 
windows in high rise buildings and sea facing homes

› Sliding Doors come with a range of options like thicker 
glass for better insulation

Casement Doors are ideally suited for

› Places with an occurrence of heavy monsoon
› Places with good wind speeds

Casement Doors can be advantageous for

› High wind resistance of winds up to 220 kmph, especially 
for sea facing homes and dust storm prone areas



TECHNICAL BENEFITS

Cool Summers,
Warm Winters

In a tropical country like India, the summers tend 
to get extremely hot while one can expect a fair 
amount of chill in the winter months. The weath-
er outside can have a great impact on both your 
health and mood. For enjoying the wonders of the 
season to the fullest we suggest SSS uPVC 
windows for minimal weather hassles and     
maximum enjoyment.

Green Windows
to Save Energy

Yes, SSS uPVC windows are the latest addition in 
an array of solutions to optimize energy usage. 
When you choose uPVC windows for your home 
you automatically choose reduced power bills 
and less of greenhouse gas emissions.

Less Noise,
More Peace

uPVC windows offer peace of mind, literally. You 
may wonder how that is possible. Well, the 
answer is simple. uPVC windows offer enhanced 
noise reduction. Thanks to the multi-chamber 
systems, the windows effectively control and 
reduce the entry of external sounds inside the 
room and make it more peaceful. 

Less Maintenance,
More Comforts 

uPVC window frames are like a dream come true. 
They offer maximum comforts with almost no 
maintenance time at all. So at the end of the day 
you will not only be sleeping better, but you’ll love 
your time at the window sill too.

Windows that
perform better

› Better energy efficiency › Higher noise reduction 
› Superior weather resistance › More Durability         
› Fool-proof Security › Extremely low maintenance 
› Enhanced comfort › Better functionality › Good
  Looks and beauty

Thermal Insulation

Low Maintenance Windows

Corrosion Proof Windows

High Wind Resistance

Termite Resistant Windows
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